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Abstract—Most logic synthesis algorithms work on graph represen-
tations of logic functions with nodes associated with arbitrary logic
expressions or simple logic functions and iteratively optimize such graphs.
While recent multilevel logic synthesis efforts focused primarily on graphs
with 2-input nodes such as AND and OR gates, the recently proposed
paradigm of Majority-Inverter Graphs (MIGs) instead uses the 3-input
Majority gate as the node function. As this technique proved to be a
success, it is natural to ask: are there other 3-input gates better suited
for logic synthesis? Motivated by this question, we investigate the rel-
ative advantages of 3-input gates as constituents of logic networks. We
consider representative gates from each of the ten nondegenerate 3-input
NPN classes and study how powerful they are at representing Boolean
functions. Using SAT-based exact synthesis, we evaluate each 3-input
gate using the minimum number of such gates (together with inverters)
needed to synthesize all 4-input Boolean functions and a subset of fre-
quent 5-input and 6-input Boolean functions. We show that the logic gate
Dot(x, y, z) := x ⊕ (z ∨ xy) outperforms the rest in terms of expressive
power. We further confirm this observation by showing that Dot-Inverter
Graph representations are more than 14% smaller as compared to MIG
representations of EPFL benchmarks.

Index Terms—3-input gates, exact synthesis, logic synthesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Given a Boolean function, what is the minimum-size circuit that
computes it? This is one of the driving questions in logic synthesis,
which is the process of optimizing logic representations under various
criteria. Decades of research on this have considered various circuit
models and produced many synthesis algorithms [1]–[4]. In general,
the problem of finding the smallest circuit for a given Boolean func-
tion is a computationally difficult task, and exact minimization is
reasonably fast only for Boolean functions with a small number of
inputs. Consequently, most synthesis algorithms do not find optimum
representations but focus on heuristic solutions. They usually work
on graph representations of logic functions where each node com-
putes an arbitrary logic expression (e.g., YLE [5] and MIS [6]) or
a simple logic function, and they try to incrementally modify such
graphs to minimize the size or depth.

Recent multilevel logic synthesis efforts on this front consid-
ered graphs with nodes computing 2-input ANDs and ORs together
with inverters (or NANDs and NORs), which included the well-
known And-Inverter Graphs (AIGs). An AIG is a directed acyclic
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graph (DAG) where each internal node has in-degree two and
represents a 2-input AND gate, and each directed edge is either com-
plemented or regular indicating the presence/absence of an inverter.
As an example, the logic synthesis tool ABC [2] uses AIGs as the
primary logic representation and implements associated rewriting
techniques [7], [8] for optimizing them. We call graph represen-
tations such as AIGs homogeneous as each internal node in the
graph computes the same logic function. Optimizing homogeneous
multilevel logic representations is typically more scalable and yields
better results.

Recently, Amarú et al. [9] proposed Majority-Inverter
Graphs (MIGs) as a new paradigm for logic synthesis. An
MIG is also a homogeneous DAG representation similar to an
AIG, but the internal nodes have in-degree three and represent
3-input majority gates. The authors further introduced a set of
algebraic rules for manipulating MIGs, proposed new synthesis
algorithms, and showed significant results for depth optimization
over ASIC and FPGA designs. The success of MIGs for logic
synthesis begs the question: are there other Gate-Inverter Graphs
(i.e., homogeneous DAGs where each internal node implements
the same 3-input logic gate)1 that are better suited for logic
synthesis?

The answer depends on several criteria, such as the expressive
power of the 3-input gate, the rules to manipulate such gate networks,
and practical considerations, such as the suitability of the gate
for physical design. This work primarily focuses on the expres-
sive power which measures how succinctly different Gate-Inverter
Graphs can represent Boolean functions in general. We consider
technology-independent logic synthesis, and hence we define the size
of a Gate-Inverter Graph as the number of gates in such a graph,
excluding inverters. We note that the homogeneity of Gate-Inverter
Graphs makes their manipulation using synthesis algorithms easier
as compared to the nonhomogeneous ones.

There are 28 = 256 3-input Boolean functions to be considered as
potential 3-input gates. However, due to the zero cost of inverters and
the ability to rewire a gate’s inputs in any order, many of these 3-input
gates can be considered equivalent (the transformations do not incur
any additional cost). This notion of equivalence is called negation-
permutation-negation (NPN) equivalence [10], [11]. Formally, two
Boolean functions are NPN equivalent if one can be obtained from
the other using a combination of input negations, input permutations,
and output negation. Consequently, all n-input Boolean functions can
be partitioned into NPN equivalence classes. The 256 3-input func-
tions fall into 14 different NPN classes, out of which, four classes
only depend on at most two variables [f (x, y, z) = 0, f (x, y, z) = x,
f (x, y, z) = x ∧ y, and f (x, y, z) = x ⊕ y]. Thus, we only consider the
remaining ten 3-input NPN classes that depend on all three variables
and select one function from each class as candidate gates for building

1Unlike the 3-input majority gate, a general 3-input gate can be asymmetric,
thus in such a DAG representation, the ordering of the fan-in must be specified
as well.
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TABLE I
TEN NPN CLASSES FOR 3-INPUT FUNCTIONS AND THEIR

REPRESENTATIVE FUNCTIONS

Gate-Inverter Graphs. Table I summarizes the considered ten 3-input
NPN classes. In Table I, the column Class is the class representative,
which is the lexicographically smallest truth table (as two hexadec-
imal digits) for each NPN class, and Function represents the truth
table of the candidate function selected from each class. The column
Cube shows the minterms on the Boolean hypercube.

As our main result, we present a comparison of the expressive
powers of the 3-input gates mentioned in Table I. To this end,
we measure the minimum size of a Gate-Inverter Graph of each
type needed to compute each 4-input Boolean function using SAT-
based exact synthesis [12], [13]. These results imply that Dot gates
have the highest expressive power closely followed by Onehot gates
whereas And3 gates have the least expressive power. We further
confirm these results by running SAT-based exact synthesis for some
frequent 5-input and 6-input Boolean functions and using exact node
resynthesis on EPFL benchmarks [14]. We omit Xor3 gates from our
analysis as Xor3-Inverter Graphs are not universal representations (see
Section III-A).

II. SAT-BASED EXACT SYNTHESIS

We now introduce SAT-based exact synthesis as presented
in [12], [13], and [15], and show how it is applied to synthesize
3-input gate networks.

Exact synthesis is the problem of finding a logic network that exactly
meets its specification or determines whether it is impossible to do so.
In our case, given a 3-input gate T , a non-negative integer r, and a
Boolean function f , the goal is to find whether there exists a T -Inverter
Graph of size r that computes f . Starting with r = 0 and incrementing
it until the synthesis algorithm finds a valid circuit, we determine the
minimum number of gates to compute f . In the following, we formalize
the notion of 3-input gate networks and show how to encode the exact
synthesis problem as a Boolean satisfiability (SAT) problem [13].
The exact synthesis algorithm uses a SAT solver to find a satisfying
assignment to the problem or to determine its unsatisfiability. If a
satisfying assignment is found, the algorithm decodes it into a valid
logic network. We refer the interested reader to [15] and [16] for a
detailed review of exact synthesis, while the first example of SAT-
based exact synthesis can be found in [17], and successive analyses
and improvements have been considered in [12] and [13].

A. 3-Input Gate Networks

Let P be a collection of 3-input Boolean operators φ : B3 → B
where B = {0, 1} is the Boolean alphabet. We call P the set of

primitives. (For the purpose of encoding as a SAT problem, we will
describe how to construct P in Section II-B.) Let f (x1, . . . , xn) be a
Boolean function on n inputs, and for notational convenience, define
x0 = 0. We call a sequence (xn+1, xn+2, . . . , xn+r) a 3-input gate
network of size r if xj = φj(xj1 , xj2 , xj3) for all n+1 ≤ j ≤ n+r where
φj ∈ P and 0 ≤ j1, j2, j3 < j. Note that such a network corresponds to
a DAG where each leaf node corresponds to an input variable or con-
stant 0, and each nonleaf node has in-degree three and corresponds to
some Boolean operator in P. The sequence (xn+1, . . . , xn+r) defines a
topological ordering of nonleaf vertices. We say a given gate network
(xn+1, xn+2, . . . , xn+r) computes f if f (x1, . . . , xn) = xn+r .

B. Encoding as a SAT Problem

We encode our exact synthesis problem as a SAT problem using
the single selection variable (SSV) encoding [15], [16]. The SSV
encoding uses a single variable per Boolean operator to encode the
inputs of the operator. Namely, it uses binary variables s�,i,j,k which
are set to 1 if xi, xj, and xk are the inputs for the �th operator in the
network.

In the SSV encoding, to reduce the number of variables, the vari-
ables s�,i,j,k are only defined for i < j < k < �. However, since we
need repeated inputs in a gate’s fan-in and different fain-in orderings
for nonassociative operators, we add all input-permuted (with rep-
etitions) versions of an operator as primitives for SAT-based exact
synthesis.

To allow inverters at no additional cost, for every Boolean operator
φ(x, y, z), we add input negated versions (with appropriate normal-
ization as discussed later) to P. Furthermore, to avoid explicitly
considering constants as inputs, for each operator φ(x, y, z) ∈ P,
we also add its versions where subsets of inputs are replaced by
constants.

Note that the different primitives in P correspond to the different
fan-in configurations a 3-input gate in a Gate-Inverter Graph can have.
The primitives derived from input permutations with repetitions take
care of different fan-in orders and the possibility of repeated inputs
while the input negated versions of the primitives cover the existence
of complemented edges.

The SSV encoding also uses the symmetry-breaking assumption
that all logic primitives are normal (i.e., the output is zero when all
inputs are zero), thus, we negate any primitive that is not normal.
Note that, due to the zero-cost inverters, this normality assumption
does not affect the accuracy of the SAT-based exact synthesis.

III. EVALUATION METHOD AND RESULTS

In this section, we study how the 3-input gates of Table I can be
used as a basis of representing logic functions with larger support.
Using exact methods, we investigate the minimum number of each
3-input gates needed to compute each 2-input (Section III-A), 3-input
(Section III-B), and 4-input (Section III-C) logic functions. As the
main result, we summarize our findings for 4-input logic functions
in Table IV, which serves as a relative measure of the expressive
power of the considered 3-input gates. In Section III-D, we present
synthesis results of some frequent 5-input and 6-input functions, and
in Section III-E, we present the experimental results for Dot-Inverter
Graphs (DIGs) on EPFL benchmarks. Note that applying the same
exact methods for all 5-input NPN functions would be vastly time-
consuming in a conventional computing setting, and prohibitively so
for functions with even larger supports.

For exact synthesis, we use the SAT-based exact synthesis library
percy2 from EPFL logic synthesis libraries [18] with the SSV encod-
ing described in Section II as our SAT encoding method. Given a

2Available at: https://github.com/lsils/percy.
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TABLE II
NUMBER OF GATES TO SYNTHESIZE 2-INPUT AND & XOR GATES

logic gate T : B3 → B, to synthesize a Gate-Inverter Graph using
base gate T with percy, we first compute the correct set of prim-
itives. Note that T is one of the ten gates from Table I and recall
that the primitives should represent all versions of T obtained with
input permutations (with repetition), input negations, and replacing
some inputs with constants. However, recall that the SSV encod-
ing uses the assumption that all primitives are normal. Hence, we
replace any not normal primitive with its complement. Formally,
let QT = {T (a, b, c) : (a, b, c) ∈ {x, x̄, y, ȳ, z, z̄, 0, 1}3}. Then, we
define the set of primitives PT as follows: for each q ∈ QT , if
q(0, 0, 0) = 0 then we add q to PT , otherwise we add q̄ to PT .
Using the set of primitives PT , we invoke percy’s exact synthesis
algorithm using the standard synthesis engine with ABC’s BSAT2 as
the SAT solver, which is a modified MiniSAT solver [2], [19].

A. Synthesizing 2-Input NPN Classes

The only two nontrivial NPN classes of 2-inputs are the AND and
the XOR function. Table II shows the number of gates needed to
compute the 2-input AND and the 2-input XOR functions using each
3-input gate type. Concerning the 2-input XOR function, note that it
takes two 3-input OrAnd gates to implement the 2-input XOR gate,
while the Majority and And3 gates need three instances each. Indeed,
these three are the only monotone3 ones out of the ten functions.
Moreover, the Majority and And3 gates are also symmetric.

As Table II shows, all the gates except Xor3 can construct the
2-input AND gate. Note that AND and Inverter are a complete set
of Boolean operators. It means AIGs can represent any Boolean
function and are thus called here a universal representation. The
results of Table II imply that all Gate-Inverter Graphs where “Gate”
is any 3-input gate from Table I except Xor3 are universal (i.e.,
each “Gate” forms together with inverter a complete set of Boolean
operators). The Xor3-Inverter Graph is not a universal representation
as the truth-table of each node in such a graph must have an even
number of “1” s in the output column which prevents them from
representing a Boolean function that has an odd number of 1 s in
the output column. Hence, in the following, we restrict our focus to
the remaining nine 3-input gates.

B. Synthesizing 3-Input NPN Classes

In this section, we synthesize the ten 3-input NPN classes using
the selected gates. Note that these classes are the 3-input functions
we considered in Table I. Table III summarizes the synthesis results.
Each column represents one of the nine candidate gates for univer-
sal 3-input Gate-Inverter Graphs and shows the number of gates to
compute each of the other 3-input functions. For example, the third
column is for 3-input Mux gates. It means that, to implement the
Dot function, two Muxes are needed, while, to implement the Onehot
function, we need three Muxes, etc.

It is worth noting that Dot and Onehot gates need the smallest
number of gates to compute the remaining three input classes. As
noted previously, the monotone functions OrAnd, Majority, and And3

3The representative function is monotone. For other NPN classes, no
member function is monotone.

TABLE III
NUMBER OF GATES TO SYNTHESIZE 3-INPUT NPN CLASSES

need a high number of gates to synthesize other functions. However,
the property of symmetry does not appear to affect the expressiveness
as demonstrated by the Onehot gate.

Also note that no 3-input function pair needs five gates, whereas
implementing Xor3 needs six And3 gates. This implies that for And3
gates, implementing the Xor3 function is significantly more complex
than implementing the remaining functions in Table III.

C. Synthesizing 4-Input NPN Classes

The results of the previous section hint that Dot and Onehot gates
seem to outperform the rest in their expressive power. We further
confirm this claim by synthesizing all 222 4-input NPN classes using
each type of 3-input gates. Table IV shows, for each 3-input gate
T and for each gate count r, the number of 4-input NPN classes
(number of 4-input functions) whose synthesis needs r gates of type
T . For example, consider the first column: There are two 4-input
NPN classes (ten functions) that do not need any Dot gate (i.e., the
trivial functions), three classes (252 functions) that need only one
Dot gate (2-input And and Xor, and the Dot function itself), 32 NPN
classes (9128 functions) that need two Dot gates, etc. The last row
shows the total number of gates needed to separately synthesize all
4-input NPN classes (all 4-input functions).

As shown in Table IV, the nine 3-input gates roughly correspond
to three categories. The Dot and Onehot gates outperform the rest
and use the smallest number of gates to represent 4-input functions.
On the other side of the spectrum, OrAnd, Majority, and And3 gates
use the most number of gates. Notice that, for the And3 gate, there is
one NPN class whose synthesis needs nine gates. Unsurprisingly, it
turns out to be the NPN class of the 4-input Xor function (recall that
the synthesis of the 3-input Xor (Xor3) function needed six 3-input
And gates). The remaining four gates fall in the middle of the two
former categories.

D. Synthesizing Frequent 5-Input and 6-Input Functions

In this section, we consider the effectiveness of the considered nine
3-input gates in representing some frequent 5-input and 6-input func-
tions. For this purpose, we computed the 50k most popular 5-input
and 6-input functions from the LUT mapping of the EPFL bench-
marks [14] and classified them according to NPN-classification. We
obtained 387 5-input NPN classes and 1905 6-input NPN classes on
which we apply our exact synthesis method. To keep the runtime
under control, we set a maximum conflict limit for the SAT solver
of 10M (5-input) and 1M (6-input), respectively.

For the 5-input classes, 316 (out of 387) classes are synthesized—
within the conflict limit—by all nine Gate-Inverter Graphs. In
Table V, we summarize the results for these 316 NPN classes which
confirm the trend observed in Table IV. Dot uses a fewer number of
gates, while And3 and Majority have the highest number of gates.
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TABLE IV
CLASSIFICATION OF THE 222 4-INPUT CLASSES (65536 4-INPUT FUNCTIONS)

TABLE V
RESULTS ON 316 FREQUENT 5-INPUT NPN CLASSES

TABLE VI
RESULTS FOR 1905 FREQUENT 6-INPUT NPN CLASSES

It is also worth mentioning that And3 and Majority have the highest
number of nonsynthesized classes (conflict limit exceeded) equal to
59 and 30 classes (out of a total of 387), respectively.

Regarding the 6-input classes, only 213 classes (out of 1905) were
synthesized by all 9 Gate-Inverter Graphs within the conflict limit of
1M. We thus present the complete set of results on all 1905 classes,
showing also the number of classes that could not be synthesized
within the conflict limit. The results are shown in Table VI, and they
confirm our previous observations as well. Note that the row CLE in
Table VI reports the number of conflict limit exceeded cases - thus
the number of non-synthesized classes. The Dot gate synthesizes the
highest number of classes (1488) within the conflict limit, and it uses
at most 5 gates on each synthesized class. On the other side, And3
and Majority could synthesize only 779 and 685 classes within the
conflict limit, respectively.

E. Benchmark Results

Motivated by the high expressive power of Dot gates, in this
section, we evaluate DIGs on EPFL benchmarks suite [14]. The
experimental setup is to alternatively perform 4-LUT mapping and
exact node resynthesis for several iterations. To elaborate, we first
map each benchmark into a 4-LUT network using ABC command
“if -a -K 4,” and then use the node resynthesis implementation
of EPFL synthesis library mockturtle4 to rewrite each 4-LUT with the
smallest DIG using SAT-based exact synthesis results generated using
percy. To speed up the process, we use a database of precomputed

4Available at: https://github.com/lsils/mockturtle.

TABLE VII
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON EPFL BENCHMARKS

DIGs for all 4-input NPN classes. The same process of mapping
into a 4-LUT network with ABC followed by node resynthesis is
repeated until the size of the resulting Gate-Inverter Graph size does
not reduce any further. For comparison, we perform the same exper-
iment where node resynthesis is performed with exact MIGs and
exact 2-input AIGs, and our results, presented in Table VII, indicate
an overall size reduction of more than 14% for DIGs as compared
to MIGs.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this article, we studied whether there exist better logic primitives
for homogeneous logic representations. In particular, we considered
different 3-input logic gates and analyzed their expressive power
using SAT-based exact synthesis. We show that the 3-input logic
gate Dot is the most powerful in terms of expressibility and it uses
a significantly fewer number of gates to represent 4-input func-
tions as compared to And3 or Majority gates. We further supported
this observation with results for frequent 5-input and 6-input NPN
classes.

Our results show that monotone gates (And3, Majority, and OrAnd)
have less expressive power as compared to nonmonotone ones even in
the presence of zero-cost inverters. This is intuitive as we certainly
need a combination of monotone gates to represent nonmonotone
functions. However, somewhat counter-intuitively, the symmetric
property of the gates seems not to affect their expressibility as sug-
gested by the results for Onehot gates when synthesizing 4-input
functions. In general, if a function is highly asymmetric in its vari-
ables, this means that permuting the inputs makes it compute different
logic functions. In particular, a single Dot gate can compute six dif-
ferent logic functions by just permuting its inputs. Thus, intuitively,
a few of them are sufficient to compute a large number of logic
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functions. On the other hand, a symmetric function, such as Onehot
stays the same when inputs are permuted, hence one would expect
its expressive power to be relatively low.

The high expressive power of Dot gates yields concise logic repre-
sentations as evident from our experiments. Thus, DIGs are attractive
candidates for technology-independent intermediary logic representa-
tions as optimization algorithms can run faster with less memory on
smaller graphs. Moreover, this also inspires emerging technologies
to consider physical implementations of Dot gates.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first comprehensive
study of the efficiency of 3-input primitives in representing logic
networks, and we believe it will trigger exciting further research
in logic representations, optimizations, and implementation of logic
networks in emerging technologies. One interesting research direction
is to understand the manipulation capabilities of different homoge-
neous 3-input logic networks as it is another important factor besides
the expressive power that affects the utility of logic representations
in logic optimization.
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